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        •  Easy    Affordable    Secure    Compact    Sustainable 

* Datamation Systems’ patent pending docking design uses the power and simplicity of 
gravity to dock 2100s, 2110s and 2120s in a compact, secure cart. 

 

* NO HASSLE:  This cart is simple to set up and simple to use.  Power supplies install in 
seconds; netbooks drop into place for re-charging; one key protects your equipment. 

 

* NO WORRIES:  Durable, reliable and secure, this cart is designed for simplicity and 
efficiency.  There is almost nothing to break and little to go wrong.  And Datamation 
Systems stands behind its products with unmatched customer service and support, a 
47 year track record. 

 

* NO WASTE:  This docking cart is sustainable in all the right ways: 
o It is designed to be made with minimum materials and maximum recycled 

content. 
o It uses the power supplies provided with your netbooks.  No duplication 

of material. 
o It is adaptable.  Some day, when you change your netbooks, we have 

plans to make the interior reconfigurable for other equipment, with or 
without docking.  No need to toss it in a landfill. 

* SAVES TIME:  Teachers get quick in-and-out with the cart’s GatherRound™ and 
patent-pending drop-and-dock design.  No more waiting for students to plug in their 
netbooks or jostle for access.  One lock opens and closes the cart.  Saving time 
handling equipment means more time for instruction. 

* SAVES SPACE:  The GatherRound compact footprint makes storage easy and brings 
the technology to where it is used and lets students access it from both sides. 

* THE POWER OF GRAVITY:  Since Isaac Newton watched an apple drop from a tree, 
gravity has been respected for its power.  Our patent pending minimal constraint 
design uses gravity’s reliability and simplicity to dock netbooks to their power 
supplies.  Students and teachers just lower each netbook into the cart’s guides and 
the power connection is complete. 

* Stores, secures & recharges up to 28 Dell 2100/2110/2120 netbooks with either  
3 or 6 cell batteries.  (Two non-docked netbooks can be stored and charged in the 
bottom storage compartment, providing a total capacity of 30) 

* Drill resistant, pick proof two point locking system 
* Retractable security doors 
* Two 17 outlet overload protected power strips with block plug spacing  located 

beneath notebook trays – 34 outlets total 
* rewinder bracket, external power switches and ergonomic padded handle  
* 4” lockable wheels (four swiveling, two locking) 
* Cabinet dimensions: 37½” W x 23¼”D x 36”H (add 6” in width & 5” in height  to 

include handle) 
* Lockable storage area door 
* Made in the USA 
* Does not provide network connectivity 

 


